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This was my first real foray into any of the Total Wars, and being an old Warhammer fan, I couldn't help but indulge my old
hobby some in trying this game.

Gezbus. I couldn't stand how the camera and viewing worked in battles (this needs to be seriously improved for a game that
relies on this kind of interface). I could never set up my units how I wanted them, and moving them around the field was
maddening.

I was initially excited about campaigns until I became a bloody smear on the wall every time. Not Fun. I'd rather go have fun in
CiV for turn based stuff.

Last but certainly not the least was the fact this never felt anything like how the WFB armies were.

Perhaps I'm not meant to play Total War, perhaps it was destiny. But I genuinely loath this game now, and I want my money
back.. this game makes you think about life and humanity, short storyline but pretty touching. would recommend this game, but
anything other than that, makes you wonder about your office job if you get one.. I personally think this is a very good game. It
reminds me of BeamNG.Drive with the destruction physics, and it a very fun and good looking racing game. Now, I would wait
for the game to go on sale, but if it dosen't any time soon, (Like in the Summer Sale) I would totally recommend this game to
fans of racing games and BeamNG.Drive.. Absolutely amazing game to play!!! Loved every minute of it!!!. I find this game to
be a quite enjoyfull game bit of relaxing and paying attention game and not many like this on pc and would love to see more
updates on this game. It's also not a pay to win game which I like very much.. A fun module in the logistical game world and a
couple of really cool easter egg puzzles.

Otherwise pretty straight forward for a newer player. 9\/10. I want to like this game, but the interface is really annoying and
hard to play. Also, all text is blurry on a high resolution screen.. Awesome! I haven't played through all the single player yet,
only half way through, but its great! Looking forward to more level.
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I originally gave this a very negative review, and I stand by it. This game is so horrendously bad that I frankly suspect the dev is
paying money for his "Mostly Positive" rating. What I can confirm is that sometime after I had written the below review, he
messaged me directly and tried to bully me into changing it. I told him I would give his game another fair shake, when the new
episode (II) came out, but I would not change my review; so he reported it for abuse, which was ultimately dismissed by the
Steam admins.

Episode II came out, and, true to my word, I went back to try this again. I discovered, in the first place, that the update had
deleted my save files, and that I literally could not play episode II unless I played the prologue and episode I all over again; and
when I went to do so, I discovered that extremely little, if anything, had changed. So I did not bother to continue all the way
through the game; my original review follows, and as far as I have seen, all the problems I enumerated are still present.

This game is hot garbage.

* Puzzles are heavily railroaded. Basically told what you're supposed to do at each step, except for one or two places where you
have no idea and have to try interacting with everything until you get it right, including several things you could've sworn you'd
already interacted with.
* "Noir" atmosphere established in first thirty seconds or so is immediately ruined by "mysteries" that are revealed right away.
Terrible writing, no suspense. Just cliche and boredom, and not even enough cliche.
* Terrible control scheme.
* Player is punished for trying to cross the street (the only way to die or even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up at all in the game).
Player cannot even interact with certain prominent locations (such as: the bar right next door to your house) because the
protagonist magically knows he's not supposed to be there, and refuses to let you check it out anyway. Apparently the developer
was too lazy to write filler dialogue to help establish characters that will come up later. You literally can't do anything that isn't
directly helpful in solving your case.
* Hideous graphics. I like pixel games but not this one.
* Only two short and uninteresting episodes published so far, ending on a non-cliffhanger cliffhanger that I don't give a crap
about. Spoiler for future episodes: it was a voodoo cult that killed the guy, I know this because it basically tells you right at the
start of the mystery.
* In the prologue it was also a cult, only this one was more like a Satanic cult, and I also knew that one was a cult within about a
minute of starting the episode, because the game told me about that one as well.
* Literally the only good thing about this game is the very beginning, lasting about thirty seconds. It almost feels like it was
written by someone else with an adequate grasp of narrative principles. Protagonist gets shot, should have stayed dead.
* Was less fun than it would have been to engage in other activities that are 100% free, thus represents negative value..  Color
Symphony 2 Full Review 
Excellent game cant wait till release
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=al68I2hNvjo. Mad Driver isn't the worst game on Steam but it still isn't very good. I think I
got this game with a 90% off coupon which means it costs \u00a30.08 so i'm not too offended by the game, but still. The game
itself is a top down driving game where you have to get to the end of each stage while avoiding walls and obstacles on the road.
There are a few different obstacles in the game - most of them just damage or instant kill you, but some of them make the car
harder to control. The car is also immune to all other obstacles that break your tires which leads to some interesting choices -
should you take a hit to have worse controls but have more room to drive or should you try to avoid everything? This is a neat
idea, but the game doesn't use it much and there are only 15 levels in the game.

The controls are decent enough but there's a major flaw with them. Once you hit an obstacle that breaks your tires running into
an obstacle makes the car go in a different direction for a few seconds. This can lead you getting combo'd into other obstacles
and it really does ruin the game for me, which is unfortunate because with more polish I think this could be a decent game.
Also, don't go for 100% completion, you get nothing for doing it. :(. Let's just get this out of the way right now: I love this game.

There is something about roguelikes that I love. Except almost all of them try to be copycat versions of another game. Rarely
does a game try to actually do something unique! So what makes Flame Over so different? Is it because you're slogging through
a dungeon\/space station fighting enemies, drinking potions that you aren't sure could kill you? No. Nothing like that. You're
fighting an enemy. That enemy is fire. Electrical fires and regular fires. There are flame overs as well as fire that spit out
embers which can set other things alight!

You're a fireman aptly named Blaze. The game takes place at Infernal Industries. There are 4 levels with each level containing 4
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different segments. These are procedurally generated floors consisten of cooridors and room setpieces. The fire is random.
Some rooms are ablaze with several people in them.

You try to rescue people, and cats. There is also Miss Ion who won't leave until you do some task for her. She lost her purse, she
needs you to find and post the secret documents, she needs to to enter the vault and secure the valuables, or she needs you to
back up the servers. There are other things, but I won't spoil that here. You can level up, Blaze, by completing these tasks. You
are awarded some coin as well to purchase upgrades. People give you bonus time and cats give you bonus hearts. There is also a
shop where you can buy temporary upgrades. Perhaps the best ones are the super hose and the large water tank.

So what makes this game so fun? There is just something enjoyable about putting out fires. It isn't so much that I feel like I'm
helping people or the cats that are in the building. It's just that it changes every time. This doesn't get old. No fire is the same. I
have played lots of Roguelike games that tend to do the same thing as the others, this doesn't do that.

Of course, it isn't a perfect game. Like most roguelikes you get good runs and terrible runs. Sometimes you'll run out of time,
others, you'll have more than enough time and this is needed for the later levels. If you die and manage to get back to the level
that you died, you can regain your old items. Of course, this doesn't apply if you select a level that you died on. Sometimes you
don't get the chance to save people. A fire will spit some embers or a flame over will happen and they die instantly. Unless you
have a resucitate them, they remain down, once they are dead you lose 10 seconds. This is somewhat unfair since there is no
way to get items other than the random shop. You can find extra time and money though.

Also, when you run out of time Death will chase you around the map. Which is a bit funny. You can actually manage to drive
death away if you can get people through the fire exit.

There are some things that I would love to see in this game. I would love to see an infinite mode where the time limit is
removed. Also a time trial mode to see how many rooms you can clear in a given time. I would like to see more variety in the
people you rescue, more women for instance. I think that the upgrade system needs a little tweaking as I was easily able to max
everything out after just a few runs. Not necessarily just make things more difficult, but add a few more perks. Maybe this is
something that can be made in the sequel?

There are a few other suggestions. For example with the electrical fires. You have to flip the main breaker to remove power,
however, this doesn't change any of the lighting nor does it remove power from the servers that you're supposed to back up.
These aren't major issues however. Perhaps once the fire is out the timer can stop? Sometimes you'll clear the map and be at the
farthest point from the door. Having rescued everyone already, you have to trudge across the map to clear the level.

One other very minor complaint is that the game doesn't constrain the mouse to the window on a multi-screen setup. In
fullscreen, this makes it possible to glitch the game out by accidentally clicking outside of the window and then the renderer gets
confused\/broken. A save and resume would be nice as sometimes if you're having a really good run, you need to take a break
and it would be great if you could just resume at the same "level" that you were.

The music is catchy and jazzy if a bit repetetive, however, it does get different mixes depending on the level that you're on it
also speeds up in the same way that Super Mario Bros. did when you were running out of time. Overall the sound is good. It
would be nice if maybe the people could cough more than once after initially entering a room. Also the cat makes no sound to
let you know it's there. There is a strange music levels problem from when you are in the main screen to when you play a game.
In game it is much louder than in the main screen. You can turn off the sound of the coins and the feet.

There are a good number of items hearts, stopwatches, hoses, water tanks, extinguishers, axes, masks, night vision goggles, and
other things that can help you through your task.

The camera is funky, but works. You can rotate it with the middle mouse, if there is a key to set it back to default, I haven't
found it. It would have been nice to just have a hotbar for the various power ups and then we could use the number keys to
activate them.

Fully rebindable keys is a nice thing to have although the defaults are just fine.

In closing, I have very little negative things to say about this game. The game even provides advice: Don't rush it. Take it one
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room and cooridor at a time. I haven't mentioned the graphics, but it's very cute. Laughin Jackal, You done good!. I gotta be
honest, tho, system requirements on the store page mentioned that it needs NVIDIA GPU cards to run this game, but actually, it
can on AMD (ATI) GPU cards. I played this game about 10 hours non-stop and it's pretty promising for a new generation of Ace
Combat games. Classic, yet modern. Know what I'm saying?

60 fps in Core i5-6400U CPU, Radeon RX 470 Graphics GPU, and 16 GB RAM. Quite loudy fan on my PC, but plays about 60
fps - smooth.

This game is perhaps one of a kind, and different than the previous titles I played so far. Classic plane shoot-down style and
airstrike on those enemy ground forces, not like Assault Horizon, with DFM, ASM, that sort of thing...
And the Skies Unknown... man, it sure like bringing back the good old days in elementary school.

A bit of dislike, however. With the classic style, I found a bit difficulty in shooting down planes with machine gun and laser
weaponry. This is like back in my LockOn: Flaming Cliffs 2 days (or today the DCS: World) that machine gun reticle must be at
the center of the target. Well, with more realism style like cloud cover and interactive cockpit while maintaining the arcade
style of the previous titles, this is where the key of efficiency comes in. TBH, a lot of training must be put in this game if you
are a fan of Ace Combat games, or those who likes both arcade and realism style.

I bought this game on my birthday, and it's the best gift I've ever had. I would recommend this if you are an Ace Combat fan
like me.. Lol. Decisions need to be made here: was this an intentionally or unintentionally bad game? I am leaning in the
intentionally bad direction with this one. It's essentially a walking simulator with ridiculous attempts at jump scares (creepy
mannequins moving around, random camera jumps to basically mundane items like a piano or a bookshelf, shadowy
creatures, and so on). The story itself was 100% predictable, lol. The graphics themselves are fairly typical of Unity engine
games. Nothing of note good or bad.
You dont actually click on anything. Events are unlocked mostly by question marks that you walk into., which then trigger
whatever may or may not happen next lol. The dialogue is obviously ridiculous.
The music however was pretty cool such as it is.

Also, there are trading cards, and at the time of this review, they are shockingly selling for 20+ cents a piece.

hmmm...do I rate this as a positive or a negative.

I'm going with a real rating of 2 out of 10, but an intentionally bad rating of 6.5 out of 10. That averages out to what, 4.25?
That settles it. Thumbs down. However, for a buck, I'df still recommend buying it just for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and giggles. So, thumbs up?

btw...this game has multiplayer. LMAO!

btw, the confusion in this review fairly well sums up the game also. :). so beautiful.. i cant describe my feeling about this
game...
i can feel angry
i can feel sad
i can feel happy

i hope this game make movie for describe in the world about the beautiful story in this game ^^
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